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RELATIVE MECHANICAL LOAD ON SHOULDER ANDELBOW MUSCLES IN STANDING POSITION WHEN HANDLING MATERIALS MANUALLY

A Study of Packing Work
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ABSTRACT. When a patient with a musculoskeletal disorder returns to work after rehabilitation, the work station should be designed so that the impaired muscle groups are less exposed to load. The work posture desirable for a particular muscle group might impose higher load on another muscle group. Since the shoulder muscles usually are stronger than the elbow muscles, a direct comparison of the loads is difficult. To make comparisons possible, the load moment about the investigated joints were divided by the corresponding maximum muscular moments, and a Muscular strength Utilization Ratio (MUR) was obtained. Using this principle, the muscular load on the shoulder and elbow was investigated in 72 different packing work postures. Different combinations of box size, box angle, edge height and weight of object handled were studied. There was a higher reactive load on the shoulder than on the elbow. The concept of relating joint load to strength may serve as a guideline for how high a patient’s strength should be before returning to work to avoid further injury.
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Several studies indicate a relationship between mechanical load during work and shoulder pain (19, 21, 44). This supports the view that for optimum rehabilitation of over-use injuries to the shoulder, the work station should be designed so that the load on the shoulder is kept at a low level. Also, knowledge of the magnitude of the required work load will help the rehabilitation team to decide what capacity the patient should have before returning to work if new injuries are to be avoided. But a work posture which is favourable for the shoulder in terms of load might result in a high load on the elbow. In the present study, therefore, the load moments of force about both the shoulder and the elbow have been investigated. The load moment is the product of the load in Newtons and the moment arm or lever in metres.

The shoulder flexors are usually stronger than the elbow flexors (4, 7, 33, 39, 42). This diminishes the value of direct comparison between the load moment about the shoulder joint axis and the load moment about the elbow joint axis. As shown in Fig. 1a the magnitude of the shoulder flexors varies considerably at different joint angles. Fig. 1a is based on a review from the literature of the isometric maximum shoulder flexor strength at different joint angles (8, 12, 32, 45, 46, 47). Muscular strength is here expressed as the maximum voluntary moment of force about the joint axis and is measured in Newton metres (Nm). Despite large variation in absolute strength magnitude between different populations, the general shape of the strength curves is similar. The shoulder flexors are stronger at extended joint angles and angles close to neutral position than at flexed joint angles. To show this more clearly, in Fig. 1b the same curves were normalized to 100% at the top value of each curve (8, 12, 32, 45, 46, 47). Fig. 2a reviews the elbow flexion strength curves (1, 12, 14, 17, 18, 22, 23, 27, 29, 35, 38, 45, 46). Their general shape is a little different from the curves for the shoulder. For elbow flexion, maximum strength is at about 90 degrees joint angle, with minimum values at both ends of the motion range. This is perhaps clearer from Fig. 2b, where the elbow flexion curves have been normalized by denoting the top value of each curve 100% (1, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 27, 29, 34, 35, 36, 38, 43, 45, 46). The location of the strength peak differs somewhat between investigations. This might be due to inconsistencies in the techniques used, such as different subject positions or inability to maintain the exact joint angles desired while exerting the force. For two-joint muscles for instance, it is important to immobilize the adjacent joints.

Thus the main obstacle to direct comparison of
different load moments in absolute values is that strength differs from joint to joint and from joint angle to joint angle. If, however, the load moment about a joint axis is divided by the constructing maximum muscular moment for the same joint angle, a ratio is obtained, here called the muscular strength utilization ratio (MUR) (16, 40). The MUR expresses what percentage of an individual’s maximum strength the load in a certain work posture represents, thus giving an instrument for comparing load moments about different joints and at different joint angles.

Ergonomic injuries are defined as harmful effects of load attributable to workload factors (6). Occupations in packing and materials handling had 13.5 reported ergonomic injuries per 1000 employed in Sweden in 1980, and of these injuries 22% concerned the shoulder and arm (6). For this reason, it was considered important to investigate the load on the shoulder and elbow during packing work. In the present study the effect of different variables such as the size of the box packed, the angle of the box and its height relative to the elbow were studied. The knowledge gained should help in finding optimum packing work postures. It may also be applicable to prevention, and to rehabilitation of others doing similar work, such as assembly line and construction workers, shop assistants and auto mechanics.

As far as we know, no other investigation of the biomechanical load on the shoulder or the elbow during packing work has been undertaken so far. The following specific questions were analysed:

1. How much of the maximum muscular strength capacity of the shoulder flexors and of the elbow flexors is utilized in the packing work postures?
2. What packing work posture gives the highest relative load on the shoulder and on the elbow?
3. What packing work posture gives the lowest relative load on the shoulder and on the elbow?
4. How does a change in the weight of the object handled influence the magnitude of the load moment?
5. What general conclusions can be drawn concerning optimum box size, height of upper box edge, box angle and weight of object handled?

**Materials and Methods**

**2.1. Subjects**

The subjects were three healthy male volunteers. None suffered from pain or disorders of the musculoskeletal system. One was close to average height and weight for Swedish conscripts (30). One was considerably taller and heavier than average, and one was considerably smaller. Some anthropometric characteristics are shown in Table 1.

**2.2. Postures Investigated**

In an introductory field study, the packing work at the central warehouse of a large manufacturing company in Stockholm (Erikscon) was studied. The packing procedures were recorded on photographs and video. Later, an adjustable work station was built in our laboratory (Fig. 3).

The influence of the following variables was studied:

1. Box dimensions: 59 cm length by 40 cm width by 21 cm depth (denoted D1), 61 cm length by 50 cm width by 34 cm depth (denoted D2), and 101 cm length by 67 cm width by 59 cm depth (denoted D3).
2. Angle between box and table surface: 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°.
3. Upperedge of box: at elbow height for each individual; at 10 cm above elbow height, and at 20 cm below elbow height.

**Table 1. Anthropometric characteristics of the subjects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
<th>Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Height above floor (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large man</td>
<td>197 (99)</td>
<td>100.0 (30)</td>
<td>159 (98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average-sized man</td>
<td>179 (55)</td>
<td>90.0 (30)</td>
<td>142.5 (52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small man</td>
<td>164 (3)</td>
<td>59.5 (23)</td>
<td>135.5 (58)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3. Position of subject and box. The box side facing the camera was removed.**
different load moments in absolute values is that strength differs from joint to joint and from joint angle to joint angle. If, however, the load moment about a joint axis is divided by the constructing maximum muscular moment for the same joint angle, a ratio is obtained, here called the muscular strength utilization ratio (MUR) (16, 40). The MUR expresses what percentage of an individual’s maximum strength the load in a certain work posture represents, thus giving an instrument for comparing load moments about different joints and at different joint angles.

Ergonomic injuries are defined as harmful effects of load attributable to workload factors (6). Occupations in packing and materials handling had 13.5 reported ergonomic injuries per 1000 employed in Sweden in 1980, and of these injuries 22% concerned the shoulder and arm (6). For this reason, it was considered important to investigate the load on the shoulder and elbow during packing work. In the present study the effect of different variables such as the size of the box packed, the angle of the box and its height relative to the elbow were studied. The knowledge gained should help in finding optimum packing work postures. It may also be applicable to prevention, and to rehabilitation of others doing similar work, such as assembly line and construction workers, shop assistants and auto mechanics.

As far as we know, no other investigation of the biomechanical load on the shoulder or the elbow during packing work has been undertaken so far. The following specific questions were analysed:

1. How much of the maximum muscular strength capacity of the shoulder flexors and of the elbow flexors is utilized in the packing work postures?
2. What packing work posture gives the highest relative load on the shoulder and on the elbow?
3. What packing work posture gives the lowest relative load on the shoulder and on the elbow?
4. How does a change in the weight of the object handled influence the magnitude of the load moment?
5. What general conclusions can be drawn concerning optimum box size, height of upper box edge, box angle and weight of object handled?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Subjects

The subjects were three healthy male volunteers. None suffered from pain or disorders of the musculoskeletal system. One was close to average height and weight for Swedish conscripts (38). One was considerably taller and heavier than average, and one was considerably smaller. Some anthropometric characteristics are shown in Table 1.

2.2. Postures Investigated

In an introductory field study, the packing work at the central warehouse of a large manufacturing company in Stockholm (Ericsson) was studied. The packing procedures were recorded on photographs and video. Later, an adjustable work station was built in our laboratory (Fig. 5).

The influence of the following variables was studied:

1. Box dimensions: 59 cm length by 40 cm width by 21 cm depth (denoted 21), 61 cm length by 50 cm width by 34 cm depth (denoted 50), and 101 cm length by 67 cm width by 50 cm depth (denoted 50).
2. Angle between box and table surface: zero, 30, 60, and 90 degrees.
3. Upper edge of box: at elbow height for each individual; at 10 cm above elbow height; and at 20 cm below elbow height.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Anthropometric characteristics of the subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In percentiles per centiles compared to 874 Swedish male conscripts, age 17-29 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height above floor (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finger ip (deg III)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2.4. Location of the C7-T1 spine motion segment

According to Lysegell (11), in the sagittal plane the axes of rotation are located in the anterior portion of the subjacent vertebrae. Using a sagittal section of a cadaver from a 47-year-old man (28), the anterior portion of the vertebral body can be located at 58% of the distance from the posterior to the anterior border of the neck. To increase accuracy when marking the position of the C7-T1 motion segment using anatomical landmarks only, our calculations of the load moments about the bilateral C7-T1 axes of the subjects have taken this point as the axis.

2.5. Joint angle calculations

The computer program used for calculating the load moments also gave the shoulder and elbow joint angles for each packing work posture.

2.6. Muscular strength utilization ratio (MUR)

The load moment of force alone was used to compare the different packing postures. However, for reasons described earlier, the muscular strength utilization ratio concept (MUR) was also used. This is the quotient of load moment and measuring maximum muscle strength at the investigated joint angle (16, 40).

The maximum muscular strength values for the shoulder and elbow were calculated from the joint moment–strength production equations presented by Chaffin & Anderson (11) which are based on data from Schanne (37) and Stobbie (39). The level of the strength curves was obtained from measurements made on American males employed in manual work in industry (39).

To facilitate general conclusions, the load moment obtained for the average-sized subject was divided by strength data for (a) a man of mean strength (average load/mean strength), (b) a very strong man at the 97.5% percentile (average load/great strength), and (c) a very weak man at the 2.5% percentile (average load/poor strength). The same analysis was done for the large and the small man in the experiment. The final result was nine different MUR values for each packing work posture.

2.7. Reliability of load moment calculations

To investigate the reliability of the load moment calculations, the whole experiment and calculation procedure was performed with one subject on three different occasions within a week.

RESULTS

3.1. Reliability

The three repetitions of the experiment with one of the subjects were statistically analysed using the Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks. The p values of 2.80 were obtained for the shoulder and 2.17 for the elbow. This means that no difference at the 99% level of significance could be found between the three occasions for either the shoulder or the elbow.

3.2. Muscular strength utilization ratio (MUR)

3.2.1. Shoulder muscles. Fig. 4 shows the muscular strength utilization ratios (MUR) for the three work postures that imposed the highest relative load on the shoulder for the average-sized person. From left to right in groups of three columns, the loads for the large person, the average-sized person, and the small person in these postures are shown. The middle column for each posture (black) shows what the MUR would have been if the subject were of mean strength (i.e. the 50% level in the population), the left column (stippled) shows what it would have been if the subject were at the level of the 2.5% weakest in the population and the right column (open) shows the MUR if the subject were at the 97.5% level, i.e. at the level of the 2.5% strongest in the population. The three work postures were those with (1) the 50 cm box, 90 degree box angle, box edge 10 cm above elbow height and 10 kg handled, (2) the 50 cm box, 60 degree box angle, box edge 10 cm above elbow height and 10 kg handled, and (3) the 50 cm box, 90 degree box angle, box edge 20 cm below elbow height and 10 kg handled.

Fig. 4. Muscular strength utilization ratios (MUR) for the three work postures imposing highest load on shoulder. Black columns show MUR for a man of mean strength, stippled columns for a weak man at the 2.5th percentile and open columns for a strong man at the 97.5th percentile.

Fig. 3. Cumulative frequency polygons for muscular strength utilization ratios (MUR) at shoulder for all packing postures. x = strong man at 97.5th percentile concerning strength, m = man of mean strength, w = weak man at 2.5th percentile. For every MUR value on horizontal axis, the percentage that received a lower or equal MUR is indicated on vertical axis.

Fig. 4 shows the MUR values for the three postures that gave the highest load. In Fig. 5, which shows cumulative frequency polygons for the MUR values, it is possible to look up every MUR value for all 72 packing work postures. For example by looking up the MUR values (y-axis) for the 100th (7272), 50th (7472) and 50th (7072) percentiles (y-axis) one gets the MUR values for the three postures that gave the highest load. In addition, for every MUR value on the horizontal axis, the percentage of the investigated postures that received a...
bilateral motion axes of the major joints. The digitizer was connected to a graphics terminal (Tektronix 4012) which was connected to a Nord-100 computer.

A sagittal plane model based on static mechanics was used for calculating the load moments about the bilateral shoulder and elbow axes (3). In this model the locations of the centres of mass relative to segment lengths were obtained using Dempster's (13) anthropometric data. Weights for each body segment were calculated in relation to body mass (33). All the load moments with respect to the investigated joint, including the moment caused by the object held in the hand, were added to give the total load moment. It was assumed that the load of the object was shared by both arms, 1.5 kg or 5.0 kg on each arm.

2.4. Location of the C7-T1 spine motion segment
According to Lysell (11), in the sagittal plane the axes of rotation are located in the anterior portion of the subjacent vertebrae. Using a sagittal section of a cadaver from a 41-year-old man (28), the anterior portion of the vertebral body can be located at 58% of the distance from the posterior to the anterior border of the neck. To increase accuracy when marking the position of the C7-T1 motion segment using anatomical landmarks only, our calculations of the load moments about the bilateral C7-T1 axes of the subjects have taken this point as the axis.

2.5. Joint angle calculations
The computer program used for calculating the load moments also gave the shoulder and elbow joint angles for each packing work posture.

2.6. Muscular strength utilization ratio (MUR)
The load moment of force alone was used to compare the different packing postures. However, for reasons described earlier, the muscular strength utilization ratio concept (MUR) was also used. This is the quotient of load moment and constructing maximum muscle strength at the investigated joint angle (16, 40).

The maximum muscular strength values for the shoulder and elbow were calculated from the joint moment-strength production equations presented by Chaffin & Andersson (11) which are based on data from Schum (37) and Stolte (39). The level of the strength curves was obtained from measurements made on American males employed in manual work in industry (39).

To facilitate general conclusions, the load moment obtained for the average-sized subject was divided by strength data for (a) a man of mean strength (average load/mean strength), (b) a very strong man at the 97.5th percentile (average load/great strength), and (c) a very weak man at the 2.5th percentile (average load/poor strength). The same analysis was done for the large man and the small man in the experiment. The final result was nine different MUR values for each packing work posture.

2.7. Reliability of load moment calculations
To investigate the reliability of the load moment calculations, the whole experiment and calculation procedure was performed with one subject on three different occasions within a week.

RESULTS

3.1. Reliability
The three repetitions of the experiment with one of the subjects were statistically analysed using the Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks. X^2 values of 2.80 were obtained for the shoulder and 2.17 for the elbow. This means that no difference at the 99% level of significance could be found between the three occasions for either the shoulder or the elbow.

3.2. Muscular strength utilization ratio (MUR)
3.2.1. Shoulder muscles
Fig. 4 shows the muscular strength utilization ratios (MUR) for the three work postures that imposed the highest relative load on the shoulder for the average-sized person. From left to right in groups of three columns, the loads for the large person, the average-sized person, and the small person in these postures are shown. The middle column for each posture (black) shows what the MUR would have been if the subject were of mean strength (i.e. the 50th percentile in the population), the left column (stippled) shows what it would have been if the subject were at the level of the 2.5 th weakest in the population and the right column (open) shows the MUR if the subject were at the 97.5th percentile, i.e. at the level of the 2.5 th strongest in the population. The three work postures were those with (1) the 50 cm box, 90 degree box angle, box edge 10 cm above elbow height and 10 kg handled; (2) the 50 cm box, 60 degree box angle, box edge 10 cm above elbow height and 10 kg handled, and (3) the 50 cm box, 90 degree box angle, box edge 20 cm below elbow height and 10 kg handled.

Fig. 4 shows the MUR values for the three postures that gave the highest load. In Fig. 5, which shows cumulative frequency polygons for the MUR values, it is possible to look up every MUR value for all 72 packing work postures. For example by looking up the MUR values (y-axis) for the 100th (72/72), 99th (71/72) and 97th (70/72) percentiles (x-axis) one gets the MUR values for the three postures that gave the highest load. In addition, for every MUR value on the horizontal axis, the percentage of the investigated postures that received a

2.5th percentile. For every MUR value on horizontal axis, the percentage that received a lower or equal MUR is indicated on vertical axis.

Fig. 6. Cumulative frequency polygons for muscular strength utilization ratios (MUR) at shoulder for all packing postures. x= strong man at 97.5th percentile concerning strength, w= man of mean strength, s= weak man at 2.5 th percentile. For every MUR value on horizontal axis, the percentage that received a lower or equal MUR is indicated on vertical axis.
lower or an equal MUR is indicated on the vertical axis. The steeper the line, the more observations were found in that particular x-axis interval.

For the man of mean strength (m), the MUR maximum varied between 39% (small man) and 55% (large man) depending on his size. For the strong man (s) the maximum was between 27% (small man) and 36% MUR (large man), and for the weak man (w) the maximum was between 73% (small man) and 99% MUR (large man).

For a man of mean strength (m), most of the postures resulted in an MUR below 50%. None gave an MUR above 100%, meaning that if the limitations were on this body region only, a man could assume all the postures investigated even if he were weak (w). For the man of average size, half the postures (50 on vertical axis) resulted in an MUR of 12% or below if he were strong (s), of 18% or below if he were of mean strength (m) and of 33% or below if he were weak (w). The same patterns were obtained for the large man and the small man.

Fig. 6 illustrates the influence of box size, angle and edge height on the shoulder MUR value for a man of mean strength. The top three diagrams (size) show that the biggest box (50) gave the highest load for all subjects while the smallest box (21) gave the lowest load. The middle diagrams (angle) show that the 90° box angle resulted in the highest load, and the 0° box angle gave the lowest load. The bottom diagrams (edge height) indicate that 10 cm above elbow height (10) gave the highest load and 20 cm below elbow height (−20) gave the lowest. 3.2.2. Elbow muscles. Fig. 7 shows the results for the elbow. All the postures resulted in an MUR of 35% or below for a man of mean strength (m). Half the postures (50 on y-axis) gave MUR values for the man of average size of 8% or below if he were strong (s) of 12% or below if he were of mean strength (m) and of 24% or below if he were weak (w). Consequently there was a higher relative load on the shoulder than on the elbow. The posture with the highest relative load (MUR) at the elbow was ranked as number three in absolute value (Newton metres).

Fig. 8 illustrates the influence of box size (top), box angle (middle) and height of box edge (bottom) on the elbow MUR value for a man of mean strength. Here the differences in load patterns were less clear. The highest load was obtained with the largest box, and the box angles of 30°, 60°, or 90° degrees, while the values for all the different box heights were very similar to each other. The lowest load on the elbow was obtained with the two smallest boxes and the 0° angle. The most favourable box height was more difficult to determine. Finding the optimum work posture for the elbow gave a lower relative load reduction than for the shoulder.

**DISCUSSION**

In Figs. 5 and 7 the curves for the strong small man (s in right diagram) and the weak large man (w in left diagram) indicate the possible range between the lowest and highest MUR values. In reality for healthy individuals the interval will probably be much narrower, since it is unlikely that a small man’s strength is at the 97.5th percentile and that a large man’s is at the 2.5th. However, for patients after a period of inactivity, muscular weakness is not unusual, even if the body dimensions are large. This means that some patients will be exposed to very high MUR values in some of the work postures. Using this reasoning, it will also be possible to provide guidelines for how high a patient’s strength should be before returning to work if further injuries are to be avoided.

As shown in Figs. 1 and 6, shoulder flexion strength is greatest at a zero-degree joint angle or at even more extended joint angles. Figs. 2a and 2b show that elbow flexion strength is greatest at about a 90° degree joint angle. The theoretical optimum work posture from the muscular point of view is achieved at a joint angle where the quotient of external load moment and maximum voluntary strength is as low as possible. This is not necessarily at the joint angle where the person is strongest or the angle which gives the lowest external load. When the combination of both factors is optimized, the MUR will be at its lowest value. This explains why the posture with the highest relative load (MUR) at the elbow ranked only number three in Newton metres.

The variables that gave the highest MUR for the shoulder were the largest box angle at 90 degrees to the horizontal with the upper edge 10 centimetres above elbow height. This combination resulted in a shoulder angle of more than 65 degrees for all three subjects. At these shoulder angles the load moment will be fairly high, and since shoulder muscular strength decreases from neutral to flexed joint angles (Fig. 6) this will result in a high muscular strength utilization ratio. Low MUR values were obtained with the smallest box angled at 0 degrees with its edge 20 cm below elbow height. This combination gave shoulder angles of around 20 degrees or less. At these angles the load moment in the numerator is lower, and the muscular strength in the denominator higher, than in high-MUR postures, thus resulting in a low quotient (MUR).

For the elbow, the relationship is more complex. The highest elbow load moment is obtained when the forearm is horizontal, because this results in the longest moment arm for the external load. The position of the forearm depends on both elbow angle and shoulder angle. An elbow angle of 90 degrees combined with a shoulder angle of 0 degrees gives the same load moment about the elbow as an elbow angle of 0 degrees together with a...
lower or an equal MUR is indicated on the vertical axis. The steeper the line, the more observations were found in that particular x-axis interval.

For the man of mean strength (m), the MUR maximum varied between 39% (small man) and 55% (large man) depending on his size. For the strong man (s) the maximum was between 27% (small man) and 36% MUR (large man), and for the weak man (w) the maximum was between 73% (small man) and 99% MUR (large man).

For a man of average strength (a), most of the posture resulted in an MUR below 50%. None gave an MUR above 100%, meaning that if the limitations were on this body region only, a man might assume all the postures investigated even if he were weak (w). For the man of average size, half the postures (50 on vertical axis) resulted in an MUR of 12% or below if he were strong (s), of 18% or below if he were of mean strength (m) and of 33% or below if he were weak (w). The same patterns were obtained for the large man and the small man.

Fig. 6 illustrates the influence of box size, angle and edge height on the shoulder MUR value for a man of mean strength. The top three diagrams (size) show that the biggest box (50) gave the highest load for all subjects while the smallest box (21) gave the lowest load. The middle diagrams (angle) show that the 90 degree box angle resulted in the highest load, and that the 0 degree box angle gave the lowest load. The bottom diagrams (edge height) indicate that 10 cm above elbow height (10) gave the highest load and 20 cm below elbow height (~20) gave the lowest.

3.2.2. Elbow muscles. Fig. 7 shows the results for the elbow. All the postures resulted in an MUR of 35% or below for a man of mean strength (m). Half the postures (50 on y-axis) gave MUR values for the man of average size of 8% or below if he were strong (s) of 12% or below if he were of mean strength (m) and of 24% or below if he were weak (w). Consequently there was a higher relative load on the shoulder than on the elbow. The posture with the highest relative load (MUR) at the elbow was ranked as number three in absolute value (Newton metres).

Fig. 8 illustrates the influence of box size (top), box angle (middle) and height of box edge (bottom) on the elbow MUR value for a man of mean strength. Here the differences in load patterns were less clear. The highest load was obtained with the largest box, and the box angles of 30-, 60-, or 90 degrees, while the values for all the different box heights were very similar to each other. The lowest load on the elbow was obtained with the two smallest boxes and the 0 degree angle. The most favourable box height was more difficult to determine. Finding the optimum work posture for the elbow gave a lower relative load reduction than for the shoulder.

DISCUSSION

In Figs. 5 and 7 the curves for the strong small man (s in right diagram) and the weak large man (w in left diagram) indicate the possible range between the lowest and highest MUR values. In reality for healthy individuals the interval will probably be much narrower, since it is unlikely that a small man’s strength is at the 97.5th percentile and that a large man’s is at the 2.5th. However, for patients after a period of inactivity, muscular weakness is not unusual, even if the body dimensions are large. This means that some patients will be exposed to very high MUR values in some of the work postures. Using this reasoning, it will also be possible to propose guidelines for how high a patient’s strength should be before returning to work if further injuries are to be avoided.

As shown in Figs. 1a and 1b shoulder flexion strength is greatest at a zero-degree joint angle or at even more extended joint angles. Figs. 2a and 2b show that elbow flexion strength is greatest at about a 90 degree joint angle. The theoretical optimum work posture from the muscular point of view is achieved at a joint angle where the quotient of external load moment and maximum voluntary strengths is as low as possible. This is not necessarily at the joint angle where the person is strongest or the angle which gives the lowest external load. When the combination of both factors is optimized, the MUR will be at its lowest value. This explains why the posture with the highest relative load (MUR) at the elbow ranked only number three in Newton metres.

The variables that gave the highest MUR for the shoulder were the largest box angle at 90 degrees to the horizontal with the upper edge 10 centimetres above elbow height. This combination resulted in a shoulder angle of more than 65 degrees for all three subjects. At these shoulder angles the load moment will be fairly high, and since shoulder muscular strength decreases from neutral to flexed joint angles (Fig. 1b) this will result in a high muscular strength utilization ratio. Low MUR values were obtained with the smallest box angle at 0 degrees with its edge 20 cm below elbow height. This combination gave shoulder angles of around 20 degrees or less. At these angles the load moment in the numerator is lower, and the muscular strength in the denominator higher, than in high-MUR postures, thus resulting in a low quotient (MUR).

For the elbow, the relationship is more complex. The highest elbow load moment is obtained when the forearm is horizontal, because this results in the longest moment arm for the external load. The position of the forearm depends on both elbow angle and shoulder angle. An elbow angle of 90 degrees combined with a shoulder angle of 0 degrees gives the same load moment about the elbow as an elbow angle of 0 degrees together with a
shoulder angle of 90 degrees. However, muscular strength is lower in the latter combination (Figs. 2a and 2b) so this will result in a higher MUR. The variability in the forces from front to rear. Chaffin and colleagues have used the same concept (10, 11). However, they focused on load maxima for single occasions. The intention was to give a basis for the avoidance of overload injuries. But since over-use commonly results from repetitive exposure to submaximal limits, it is also important to record and evaluate the submaximal loads. Here the MUR concept provides a tool for establishing maximum acceptable exposures to submaximal loads, i.e. during a whole working day as well as for a single lift or packing event. The method may be used in field studies either alone or in combination with others such as VIRA (26) or the method used by Keyserling (25). In addition the MUR concept can be used to find ways of lifting or handling that give the least load on a specific body region. The MUR can thus become a valuable tool in advising patients with localized load-related pain.

As reported earlier (3) the maximum shoulder load moment when lifting a 13 kg box in 51 Newton metres. The maximum load moment in the present study was 37 Newton metres or 42.5% MUR, i.e. 14 Newton metres lower. The packing work postures which gave the lowest load with the 10 kg object resulted in only 9 Newton metres or 10% MUR. This shows how much could be gained by finding the optimum work posture. In another study (2) the maximum load imposed during machine milling with a 3 kg hand-held implement is about the same as in the posture with the maximum load during packing with a 3 kg object. The minimum load during packing was this third of a value.

In some of the postures with the box edge 10 cm above elbow height, the worker had to add the shoulder to reach above the edge of the box. This would result in an adducting and inward-rotating load moment in addition to the already-existing extending moment. However, the magnitude of this moment was not calculated in the present study. It would have to be compensated by the adductors of the shoulder, e.g. the supraspinatus and the acromial portion of the deltoi (5, 9, 20). This movement is combined with upward rotation of the scapula (5, 9) caused by e.g. the serratus anterior and trapezius muscles. An inward-rotating moment about the gleno-humeral joint is balanced by the infraspinatus, the teres minor and the spinal portion of the deltoi (20). The maximum strength in performing outward rotation and abduction is lower than the maximum shoulder flexion strength (32). This will contribute to a strain on these shoulder muscles in the postures with abducted and inward rotated arm. It has also been suggested that the acromion impinges on the rotator cuff and may irritate it during abduction in internal rotation (44).

In the present study, standing very close to the box to reduce the extending load moment in the sagittal plane sometimes seemed to result in a higher degree of abduction and internal rotation of the shoulder. The postures with abducted and inward-rotated shoulder might also give an adducting load moment about the elbow, which might be harmful to patients with load-elicited pain in this region, e.g. associated with lateral epicondylitis.

In conclusion there was a higher relative load on the shoulder than on the elbow. Variables that may contribute to the highest relative load (MUR) for the shoulder were: 1) the largest box 2) angled at 90 degrees to the horizontal (i.e. lying on its side), 3) with and the upper edge 10 centimetres above elbow height. For the elbow the variables were: 1) the largest box, 2) box angles of either 30, 60 or 90 degrees, and with 3) the box edge at either height. Packing work postures that gave the lowest relative load for the shoulder were obtained with 1) the smallest box 2) angled at 0 degrees (i.e. with the opening upwards) and 3) with the box edge 20 cm below elbow height. For the elbow the lowest relative load was obtained with 1) the smallest box sizes, 2) 0 degree box angle, and with 3) the box edge at either height.

The concept of relating joint load to muscular strength may serve as a guideline. A person should have the necessary muscular strength in the muscle groups used in a particular work before he returns to work. In this way he might hopefully avoid further injuries.
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shoulder angle of 90 degrees. However, muscular strength is lower in the latter combination (Figs. 2a and 2b) so this will result in a higher MUR. The variations in the shoulder angle on the elbow was the two smallest boxes, the 0-degree angle and the box edge at either height. The idea of taking both load moment and strength into consideration is a useful flow. Chaffin and colleague have used the same concept (10, 11). However, they focused on load maxima for single occasions. The intention was to give a basis for the avoidance of over-load injuries. But since over-use commonly results from repetitive exposure to submaximum limits, it is also important to record and evaluate the submaximum loads. Here the MUR concept provides a tool for establishing maximum acceptable exposures to submaximum loads, i.e. during a whole working day as well as for a single lift or packing event. The method may be used in field studies either alone or in combination with others such as VIRA (26) or the method used by Keyserling (23). In addition the MUR concept can be used to find ways of lifting or handling that give the least load on a specific body region. The MUR can thus become a valuable tool in advising patients with local load-elicited pain.

As reported earlier (3) the maximum shoulder load moment when lifting a 13 kg box is 51 Newton metres. The maximum load moment in the present study was 37 Newton metres or 42.5% MUR, i.e. 14 Newton metres lower. The packing work posture which gave the lowest load with the 10 kg object resulted in only 9 Newton metres or 10% MUR. This shows how much could be gained by finding the optimum work posture. In another study (2) the maximum load imposed during machine milling with a 3 kg hand-held implement is about the same as in the posture with the maximum load during packing with a 3 kg object. The minimum load during packing was this time a 3% value.

In some of the postures with the box edge 10 cm above elbow height, the worker had to adduct the shoulder to reach above the edge of the box. This would result in an adducting and inward-rotating load moment in addition to the already-existing extending moment. However, the magnitude of this moment was not calculated in the present study. It would have to be counteracted by the adductors of the shoulder, e.g. the supraspinatus and the acromial portion of the deltoi (5, 9, 20). This movement is combined with upward rotation of the scapula (5), caused by e.g. the serratus anterior and trapezius muscles. An inward-rotating moment about the gleno-humeral joint is balanced by the infraspinatus, the teres minor and the spinal portion of the deltotis (20). The maximal strength in performing outward rotation and abduction is lower than the maximum shoulder flexion strength (32).

This would contribute to a higher strain on these shoulder muscles in the postures with abducted and inward rotated arm. It has also been suggested that the arcumimpions on the rotator cuff and may facilitate it during abduction in internal rotation (44).

In the present study, standing very close to the box to reduce the extending load moment in the sagittal plane sometimes resulted in a higher degree of abduction and internal rotation of the shoulder. The postures with abducted and inward-rotated shoulder might also give an adducting load moment about the elbow, which might be harmful to patients with load-elicited pain in this region, e.g. associated with lateral epicondylosis.

In conclusion there was a higher relative load on the shoulder than on the elbow. Variables that can give the highest relative load (MUR) for the shoulder were: 1) the largest box 2) angled at 90 degrees to the horizontal (i.e. lying on its side), 3) and with the box edge at either height. Packing work postures that gave the lowest relative load for the shoulder were obtained with 1) the smallest box size 2) angled at 0 degrees (i.e. with the opening upwards) and 3) with the box edge 20 cm below elbow height. For the elbow the lowest relative load was obtained with 1) the smallest box sizes, 2) the 0 degree box angle, and with 3) the box edge at either height.

The concept of relating joint load to muscular strength may serve as a guideline. A person should have the necessary muscular strength in the muscle groups used in a particular work before he returns to work. In this way he might hopefully avoid further injuries.
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BOOKS RECEIVED

Elsevier Science Publishers now announce a new series on books in Restorative Neurology. Three books have appeared during 1985:
Vol. 2. P. J. Delwaide & A. Agnoli (eds.): Clinical Neurophysiology in Parkinsonism

BOOK REVIEWS


This collection of papers represents the Proceedings of the National Conference on Disability, Rehabilitation, and the Aged, held in Washington D.C. in December 1984. The conference brought together rehabilitation-oriented professionals with those whose backgrounds were in geriatrics and gerontology. The conference was supported by the National Institute of Handicapped Research, the National Institute of Mental Health with the National Institute of Aging U.S. Many well-known specialists in rehabilitation took part in this conference with valuable contributions.

Ed.


For several years Dr Kaplan and Cerullo at the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago have had courses called "Stroke and Neurosurgical Rehabilitation". With the backgrounds of those courses this book presents new multidisciplinary efforts in stroke rehabilitation. The author's stress, that late and very late functional recoveries are common. The book is well written and is recommended.

Ed.


How much is it possible to change a person's lifestyle in order to prevent or to diminish a chronic disease? This is an important medical-psychological and social problem. In a time when the costs of health care have been rising immensely there are many suggestions for cost effective alternatives as different types of health and fitness programs. Some physicians and laymen are very enthusiastic for these programs, and some very sceptical saying—and knowing—that many health-damaging behaviours are so tenorously resistive to permanent change. Furthermore the extent to which we can ameliorate a number of chronic conditions by either behavioral or other means may necessarily be limited. But even so, there are certainly groups of persons one can reach and help or improve with special training programs.

In comprehensive separate chapters experts in their respective fields have summarized the status of current strategies for methods of self-management and the goals obtained.

Ed.


The challenge for rehabilitation professionals in the treatment and management of the survivors of acute and severe neurological disorders, such as closed head injury and stroke, has stimulated more interest among neuropsychologists, who are relatively new to the rehabilitation team.

This book gives an excellent review of the current state of knowledge of neuropsychological applications in rehabilitation. Most of the chapters are interesting and very well written. The book also covers the development of neuropsychological rehabilitation in various countries. The editors are congratulated to this excellent volume.

Ed.


Medical science and technology have made great progress in the field of spinal cord injury care over the past 30